




In the questions given below, there is a sentence 

in which one part is given in bold. The part given 

in bold may or may not be grammatically correct. 

Choose the best alternative among the four 

given which can replace the part in bold to make 

the sentence grammatically correct. If the part 

given in bold is already correct and does not 

require any replacement, choose option (e), i.e. 

“No replacement required” as your answer.



After the medical examination, he got to know 

that his blood sugar level was alarming low and 

he had to be hospitalized immediately.

1. was alarming and low

2. was alarming lowly

3. were alarmingly low

4. was alarmingly low

5. No replacement required



Though he is yet to do something significant in 

life, yet his parents always boast about his 

achievements to each and every person they 

come across.

1. yet his parents always boasts of

2. his parents always boast of

3. his parents yet always boast about

4. that his parents always boast of

5. No replacement required



The contestants had been waiting in the sun for 

more than six hours now, so, it is unfair to cancel 

the whole audition because of the absence of 

one crew member.

1. had waited under the sun

2. have been waiting in the sun

3. have been waiting under the sun

4. had been being waited in the sun

5. No replacement required



The Principal had to declare holidays for the 

school since so many pupils passed by due to 

the extreme temperature in the city.

1. so much pupils passed out

2. so many pupils passed on

3. so many pupils passed over

4. so many pupils passed out

5. No replacement required



Had I had been a king, I would have tried to do 

many things for the underprivileged section of 

the society.

1. Had had I been a king

2. Had I been a king

3. Have had I been a King

4. Had have I been the King

5. No replacement required



None of the boys present in the class has the 

English textbook but the class teacher is 

complete indifferent from this fact.

1. complete indifferent for

2. completely indifferent from

3. completely indifferent to

4. being completely indifferent of

5. No replacement required



The government claim to have launch the 

first ever laboratory for DNA profiling of the 

criminals in the premises of the Central 

Forensic Sciences Laboratory in 

Chandigarh.

1. claimed to be launched

2. claims to have launched

3. claims to be launched

4. claimed to had been launched

5. No replacement required



Even as the US gets set to roll back laws 

protecting net neutrality, the TRAI recently 

released comprehensive recommendations in 

support of it.

1. get set to roll out 

2. getting to roll back

3. gets set to roll around

4. plans to roll out

5. No replacement required



If I will be able to make this point in front of 

the jury members, they will definitely see 

through the web of lies.

1. If I would be able to make

2. If I could be able to make

3. If I shall be able to make

4. If I am able to make

5. No replacement required



Though she is married with a sportsperson, she 

does not have any interest in any kind of 

sports.

1. Married to

2. Married as

3. Married off

4. Married for

5. No replacement required



Parliamentary rules and procedures government 

conduct in business don’t allow sloganeering in 

any form inside the chamber.

1. government conduct in business

2. governing conduct in business

3. government conduct of business

4. governing conduct of business

5. No correction required



The weather office has stood up their initial 

forecast of monsoon rainfall being 96% of 

average in the June-September season.

1. stand by their initial forecast of

2. stood by its initial forecast of

3. stand by its initial forecast of

4. stood up its initial forecast of

5. No correction required



RBI regulations must take away incentives of 

banks to kickbox the cans over the road and 

“extend and pretend”.

1. kick the can over the road

2. kicking the can down the road

3. kick the can down the road

4. kickbox the can down the road

5. No correction required



Whatever the outcome, the momentum in buying 

gold is unlikely to half anytime soon.

1. is unlike to half anytime

2. are unlikely to half anytime

3. is unlikely in halving anytime

4. is unlikely to have halved anytime

5. No correction required



Its really important in acknowledging the other 

person’s good nature and to identify common 

ground and shared values.

1. Its really important in acknowledge

2. It’s really important to acknowledge

3. It’s really important to acknowledge

4. It’s really important to acknowledging

5. No correction required



We need to find ways to survive the grief and the 

loss of so many things we currently take up 

granted.

1. currently take up for granted

2. currently take for granted

3. currently take from granted

4. currently take in for granted

5. No correction required



Heightened due to tension trade, which has been 

putting pressure on global growth, gold has been 

witnessing safe haven buying.

1. Heightened due to trade tension

2. Due to heightened trade tension

3. Due to heightened tension trade

4. Due to heightened trade tensions

5. No correction required



The terms of bank chairpersons must be 

elongated in order to affect mean changes and to 

hold them accountable.

1. to effect meaningful changes

2. to affect meaningful changes

3. to effect meaning changes

4. to affect meaningful changes

5. No correction required



Hedgers may get more aggressive with rising 

gold prices.

1. get more aggressive in

2. getting more aggressive with

3. get aggressiver with

4. getting more aggressive in

5. No correction required



On 5G, Modi told Trump that it was a new area in 

communication that provided an opportunity for 

collaboration between India and the US.

1. in communication that provided

2. with communications that provided

3. in communications that provided

4. with communications that provided

5. No correction required



He asked his supporters to prepare them for 

shouldering greater responsibilities.

1. to preparing themselves to shoulder greater 

responsibilities.

2. preparing them for shouldering greater 

responsibilities.

3. to prepare themselves for shouldering greater 

responsibilities.

4. to prepare them to shouldering greater 

responsibilities.

5. No correction required



We have our responsibilities towards common 

man and our plans should give priority for their 

problems.

1. common man and our plans be given priority 

for their problems.

2. common man and our plans should given 

priority of their problems.

3. the common man and our plans should give 

priority to their problems.

4. the common man and our plans should be 

given priority towards their problems.



His immediate task may be to keep the coalition 

in the state going unless he can think of ways to 

counter Mr. Singh’s mission now to demolish the 

parent party.

1. unless he can think about ways countering Mr. 

Singh’s mission

2. unless he can’t think of ways to counter 

mission of Mr. Singh

3. till he can think of ways to counter Mr. Singh’s 

mission

4. till he can think ways to counter mission of Mr. 



Had the party dispensed of the contentious 

issues it would have got the majority at its own.

1. Had the party dispensed without the 

contentious issues

2. Was the party dispensed of the contentious 

issues

3. Was the party dispensed without the 

contentious issues

4. Had the party dispensed with the contentious 

issues

5. No correction required



But it hardly can ignore the long term impact of 

his rebellion and the message it sends to the 

party workers.

1. But it can ignore hardly the long term impact of

2. But it can hardly ignore the long term impact of

3. But it cannot hardly ignore the long term 

impact of

4. But hardly it can ignore long term impact of

5. No correction required
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